
I’ve primed the miniature in black followed with some grey and white zenithal highlights:

I’ve also chosen to remove the base and pin the left leg to make it easier to re-base later on.

I’m now mixing equal measures of Rhinox Hide and Mournfang Brown; this will be the shadow tone for 
all of the areas of clothing.  I’m also preparing some Balor Brown next to this which I will use for the 
lighter tones.  I’m adding a few drops of Vallejo’s Glaze Medium to help keep the paint wet whilst 
working. 
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Here’s the Mournfang Brown and 
Rhinox Hide:

And here’s the Balor Brown on 
the right:

I’m going to use these tones for most of the miniature apart from the skin and the areas of metal.

  Here I’m painting the lower legs with the dark tone as they’re mostly in shadow, followed with just a 
little of the Balor Brown which I’m blending in whilst the paint is still wet:

I’m now painting the back of the cloak, by first blocking in the main areas of light and shadow, then 
blending the tones:



I’m now painting the areas of fur and leather on the front in the same way:

Although I won’t be going crazy with the directional lighting, I am going to suggest a subtle top-right 
light source, which I’ll mostly achieve through the shading later.

I’m also painting the back of the 
shield with the dark brown:

For the horns I’m using the 
shadow tone but quite thinned 
so we can see the texture: 

 I’m then adding some initial 
highlights with the lighter tone:  



Here’s how he looks so far:

I’m now mixing some of Vallejo’s Blue Grey Pale into the dark brown to create a lighter tone that I’m 
using to pick out the sections of wood on the shield:

And I’m adding some Blue Grey Pale to the Balor Brown to paint the skulls on the knees:



Next I’m going to use Blue Grey Pale mixed with just a little Balor Brown to paint the skin/fur:

It’s not essential, but I’m using some touches of Pale Blue around the forehead and jawline as we can 
see in the character art:

I’m happy to leave some dark lining in the gaps between the sections 
of muscle etc:



I’m now painting all of the golden armour and the shield using Scalecolor’s Elven Gold:

Finally for the base colours I’m going to paint the sword.  I’m going to mix some Dark Sea Blue into 
some Leadbelcher, and prepare some black and some white either side:



I’m now painting the central 
fuller with the Leadbelcher/Dark 

Sea Blue mix:

Next I’m mixing a little of this into the white, and using it to paint 
the upper edge of the blade:

I’m now creating an even lighter mix (or use pure white) to create some more specific highlights:

And I’m now mixing some into the black, which I’m using to paint 
the lower edge:



I’m now going to shade the entire miniature using Agrax Earthshade (3), Druchii Violet (1), and Lah-
mian Medium (3) in the indicated ratios.

Once that’s dry, I’m now applying the Agrax Earthshade (3)/Druchii Violet (1) mix but without any 
medium just to darken select areas.  

Here I’m imagining an upper-right light source so will be strengthening the shadows on the left side 
of the face and body in particular, as well as the lower portion of the cloak.



Next I’m going to mix some Naggaroth Night into the Elvish Gold and shade the lower portion of 
the shield; a little feathering with a damp brush should give a pretty smooth transition:

I’m now going to add a few highlights (which you could consider optional) starting with the skin using  
the original tones:

And here I’m mixing a little white, Blue Grey Pale and Balor Brown to highlight the skulls:



And here I’m mixing white and Balor Brown and using this to pick out some of the edges of the 
leather armour like the rim of the gloves:

Next I’m going to thin some Lamenters Yellow with five parts of medium and use this to tint the figure 
to create a more golden glow.  I’m focusing mostly on the skin, but am also hitting the fur and the 

skulls:

Here’s how he looks after the 
first application:

And now, after a second application (once the first has dried):



I’m now adding some final details and finishing touches.  

I’ve chosen to boost the depth in the shadows a little further by mixing an off-black using Black, 
Dark Sea Blue and Naggaroth Night:

Next I’m mixing some Naggaroth Night into some Mephiston Red and using this to paint the jewel on 
the sword hilt, as well as the studded details on the chest armour:

I’m now adding some more orangey highlights to the horns by mixing some Troll Slayer Orange into 
some Balor Brown:



Here I’ve added a glint of pure 
white to the sword gem and I’ve 

painted the eyes:

This completes the figure!
  

Here’s how I’ve painted the base: After priming in black, I’ve covered the base with Mechanicus Stand-
ard Grey, then applied a central patch of white:

I’ve now applied some Troll 
Slayer Orange to the eyes:

And finally I’m adding a small hit of white mixed with Yriel Yellow:



I’ve then added some black near the edge and loosly blended the tones.  This is just to establish the 
main levels I’m after that will allow me to achieve some nice bright tones in a moment:

I’m now adding my colour, starting with Yriel Yellow and Troll Slayer Orange for the central pool of 
light.  I’m no longer wet blending, but mostly feathering to acheive the transitions:

I’m now improvising a little with some black, Naggaroth Night, Dark Sea Blue and the Rhinox 
Hide/Mournfang Brown mix to create the surrounding dark tone.



And some more Troll Slayer 
Orange now helps to bridge the 
yellow and the off-black tones: I’m now painting the cracks: And drilling into the base:

And glueing the Brute into place:



PAINT LIST:

Rhinox Hide
Mournfang Brown
Balor Brown

Blue Grey Pale (VMC)
Pale Blue (VMC)
Elven Gold (SC)Elven Gold (SC)
Black (VMC)
White (VMC)

Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Leadbelcher

Agrax Earthshade
Druchii Violet
Lahmian MediumLahmian Medium
Lamenters Yellow
Troll Slayer Orange
Yriel Yellow


